TEKNIQUE® HD6
Bariatric strength

The Teknique® HD6 heavy-duty bariatric power chair is the most comfortable and maneuverable mobility chair of its kind. Designed with an extra wide seat, an oversized footplate and tandem rear wheelchair tires, the HD6 stands out as the bariatric power chair of choice in its class.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Durable, heavy-duty construction for bariatric users from 451 - 600 lbs.
• Lower center of gravity for more stable and secure transfers.
• Custom-contoured, extra-wide seats (24” or 26”) for maximum riding support and comfort.
• Adjustable height and back positioning for extra comfort.
• Adjustable width armrests for comfort and proper upper body support.
• Oversized footplate.
• Lightweight, portable charger for recharging power chair batteries anywhere.

SPECIFICATIONS

Max weight capacity ................. 600 lbs
Max speed¹ .................................. 3.3 mph
Max range per charge¹ .............. 15 miles
Turning radius ....................... 28”
Ground clearance ................. 3”
Maximum step climb ............. 1.5”

Length ......................................... 44”
Width ............................................ 29”

Drive tires ................................ (2) 9” x 3”
Caster tires ................................. (4) 8” x 2”

Total weight with batteries .......... 279 lbs
Base only .................................. 120 lbs
Base with batteries .................... 228 lbs

¹Speed and range will vary with respect to terrain and weight of rider. The Manufacturer reserves the right to alter specifications without notice.